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The curtains are down on LEAD 2015 this
year. But, the inspirational vibes it left behind
still continues to motivate people. Such was the
power of the amazing speakers and the event
altogether. One of the highlights of the event
was the keynote address by former American
president Bill Clinton. He had just returned
from a trip to Singapore to represent the United
States at the funeral of Singapore’s first Prime
Minister Lee Kwan Yew. Admitting that he was
bit jet lagged, Clinton talked for about an hour
on various aspects of leadership. Being a powerful speaker, he did not take much time to grab
the attention of the audience. His inspirational
talk on leadership is what we have for you on the
cover page of this month’s Leadership Excellence.
We also have a set of other informative leadership articles in this month’s edition. Wired For
Authenticity By Henna Inam talks about seven
practices of authentic leaders. She is happy that
she had the luck to work with several leaders who
motivated her to go above and beyond. According to her, while each of these leaders had very
different styles and strengths, the one thing that
was common among them was that they each
were authentic and believed in her. Not everyone
has the luck to work with leaders they admire.
Read her article to find out more about how the
seven practices are critical to authentic leadership.
The secret to unlocking every employee and
every team’s potential lies in identifying their
strengths and weaknesses. Empowering Employees By Tim Eisenhauer points out 6 ways
leaders can use social intranet to strengthen teams
Back in the 1980s there really was no Internet,
never mind Facebook. Nowadays, why do you
need to trust someone who says they have knowledge when you can Google the answer to every
question instantly? Given the massive changes to
how we currently work, it is easy to see why there
are few good resources for today’s leaders, climb-

ing through middle management, and hoping, if
not get to the top, be somewhere close. So what
are the four common cornerstones to building a
21st Century career? Nigel Dessau explains it in
his article, The 21st Century Executive
Communication is a critical skill necessary
for building business relationships, negotiating,
selling, and gaining collaboration with others.
What are the skills required for the no-drama
leader? How becoming a strategic communicator
can transform both your personal life and your
business? To know more, check out No-Drama
Leadership by Marlene Chism
In brief, this issue of Leadership Excellence
as usual is packed with inspirational leadership
stories for you to learn and enjoy. Happy Reading!
We believe that there is no better way to
connect with people than by sharing your leadership story, so if you have one, send it to us and
do not forget to mail us your feedback.
Also note that, after the stunning success of
the LEAD2015 conference, HR.com is proud
to announce that its 2016 program will be held
at the Country Music Hall of Fame & Music
City Center, Nashville, Tennessee on February
3 & 4, 2016.
For more information about registration, host
sites, the Leadership 500 Awards, or sponsorship
opportunities, please visit www.lead2016.com
Regards,
Debbie McGrath
HR.com
Have a say ?
Write to the Editor.
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What Makes Someone A Great Leader?
Bill Clinton – LEAD 2015 Keynote speaker

Interactive

By 42nd President of the United States, Founder of the Clinton Foundation

T he keynote address by the 42 nd President of the United

States of America, Bill Clinton was one of the major highlights
of the LEAD 2015 event that was held in Dallas on March 31,
2015. This charismatic public speaker did not take much time
to impress and inspire the audience. His amazing sense of ease,
coupled with a powerful grip on his words and great sense of
humor instantly connects him with people. This particular
quality- the ability to bond with people-makes Clinton a great
leader!
Clinton talked for about an hour on leadership qualities,
leadership styles, team work, politics and policy, his experiences
as the president, peace negotiations, welfare reforms, his recent
work with the Clinton Foundation and much more before he sat
down for a Q&A session on leadership with Dr. Lance Secretan

Video

“There is no one leadership style that works for everybody,” said
Clinton. Any kind of job you do, any roles you don, there is only
one thing that you need to keep in mind - Be real, be authentic. He
also emphasized on the 4 key qualities of a great leader – Vision,
Explanation, Inclusion and Execution. To know how that matters,
listen to his inspiring speech.
If it looks like an event you want to be a part of, save the dates for
LEAD2016; hosted at the Country Music Hall of Fame, Nashville,
Tennessee on February 3 & 4, 2016. Click Here to stay up to date
on the conference! LE
About Bill Clinton
William Jefferson Clinton was the first Democratic president in six decades
to be elected twice – first in 1992 and then in 1996. Under his leadership,
the country enjoyed the strongest economy in a generation and the longest
economic expansion in U.S. history, including the creation of more than 22
million jobs.
After leaving the White House, President Clinton established the Clinton
Foundation with the mission to improve global health, strengthen economies,
promote health and wellness, and protect the environment.
In addition to his Foundation work, President Clinton has served as the top
United Nations envoy for the Indian Ocean tsunami recovery effort and as
the UN Special Envoy to Haiti. Today, the Clinton Foundation is supporting
economic growth, capacity building, and education in Haiti.
Visit www.clintonfoundation.org/
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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A Management
Education For Those
Who Expect More
American Public University knows the value of strong
management and leadership skills. Learn talent
development and other management strategies for
organizational success in a competitive business world.
APU offers 190+ career-relevant online degree and
certificate programs including:
• Human Resource Management
• Retail Management
• Transportation & Logistics Management
Partner with a nationally recognized leader in online
education and strengthen your workforce investment.
Get started today at StudyatAPU.com/LE

BEST
ONLINE PROGRAMS
BACHELOR’S
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We want you to make an informed decision about the university that’s right for you. For more about our graduation rates, the
median debt of students who completed each program, and other important information, visit www.apus.edu/disclosure.

From The Middle Up
Creating strong links between succession pipelines and frontline managers
Michelle Maldonado interviews Dr. Wendy Combs

H uman kindness,
dignity and stewardship
are the hallmarks of
California-based health
care system’s culture,
Dignity Health. Dr.
Wendy Combs, Director of Organizational Development
at Dignity’s Health,
offers some insights about
healthy culture creation
and the development of
employees who embody
skills that make them
better leaders and create
more caring and sustain-

able organizations.
Q: What are the challenges facing frontline managers, and what
are the most common skills gaps among them?
Dr. Combs: Frontline managers are often more concerned with
the technical aspects of the job than the interpersonal skills, partly
because they feel they have to demonstrate their expertise immediately
to establish credibility. When left to their own accord, they end up
focusing on the technical side exclusively and muddle through people
management without formal training. There are many challenges
that they face. Perhaps there’s a worry they’ve overlooked something
important.
The consequences of errors for managers in health care can be life
threatening. It is much higher stakes than in other industries. Sometimes they lack the knowledge of how to prioritize vast amounts of
information through competing demands. There’s also the issue of
dealing with constant change at all levels of the job and organization.
We often work through these challenges even when there’s a low
level of investment in training for frontline managers and little time
allocated for learning and personal development.
This familiar experience is at the heart of many organizational cultures and can lead to a fundamental skills gap. Most basic skills needed
today are based on our ability to nurture relationships. It’s imperative
that—as leaders—we recognize the uniqueness in employees, but do
so in a respectful way. We must strive to reach out across the organization to build relationships and get the work done together. Another
common gap is learning the internal management process—the how
and when—and to what level of quality. I’m speaking about the entire
employee life cycle which includes work and time-off policies, union
rules, and assessing and delivering effective performance appraisals.
This also includes good communication skills—especially in environments that are coping with constant change and stress. Increasing
these skills is not the only development that frontline managers need.
Sometimes unlearning is just as critical, when behavior is getting in
the way of success. Unlearning what we know previously from other
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

jobs or organizational cultures takes a combination of trust, practice
and ongoing active support and feedback—it can be a big investment.
Q: What are potential trends or solutions that can help frontline
managers?
Dr. Combs: I am a big fan of group learning in the form of mentoring circles where a confidential valuable environment can be created to
delve into these challenges. It provides a form of leadership training,
reflection, self-directed learning and accountability. It’s often very
empowering to learn that most managers experience similar challenges
and fears. People can learn from—and support each other—under
the guidance of a mentor, especially in lieu of a robust leadership
development program.
There’s an unintended consequence when development isn’t
an organizational priority. Without the investment in frontline management, the pipeline of talent becomes very weak, and
the emphasis shifts to the need to develop mid-management.
Q: Mentor vs. Champion vs. Coach: What’s the difference between
each and what role do they play?
Dr. Combs: One of the best ways to understand the difference is
to compare the general role of each and apply them to the organizational need. This chart illustrates how I break each approach down.
Mentoring

Coaching

Champion

Task/
relationship
focus

Relationship
focused

Task
focused

Career
focused

Experience
length

Long-term

Shortterm

Long-term

Development
focus
Content focus

Specific
areas
Job focus

Specific

Experience/
expertise

Broad
development
Individual
growth
Experienced
mentor

Who gets
benefit

Mentor/
mentee

When mentee
benefits

Beginning/
middle of
career

Any time

Any time

Career
growth
Coach has Seasoned
specific
leader with
expertise
significant
influence
Coach
Manager/
organization

Ultimately, I believe that the natural progression is for mentoring or coaching to occur first and then championing afterward, since championing is ongoing and it involves influencing
the career growth of an individual over a span of many years.
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From The Middle Up

“

There are valuable qualities that usually come
with experience, but self-awareness can happen
at any stage in life and it’s often the first tool that
can help you decipher if others are seeing something in you that maybe you didn’t perceive.”

Q: How do non-technical skillsets such as emotional intelligence contribute to individual and organizational development
and success?
Dr. Combs: Self-awareness isn’t necessary for everyone when starting out; however, a desire for self-awareness is! We often hear that
self-awareness and reflection are imperative to leadership. I would
argue that it starts with the front line. Understanding our strengths
and limitations comes with our maturation, level of confidence and
experience. Frontline managers often are hired and promoted within
because of their technical expertise - even though they may not have
much self-awareness. But as long as there is some understanding of
their own need for growth, development and willingness, there’s great
potential. There are valuable qualities that usually come with experience, but self-awareness can happen at any stage in life and it’s often
the first tool that can help you decipher if others are seeing something
in you that maybe you didn’t perceive. We tend to open the window
more or less with time and experience—whereas some people will
always have that window slammed and nailed shut.
From the moment people recognize that they have strengths
and flaws - that is the moment when they acquire some humility and hopefully, the desire for lifelong learning. Emotional intelligence, relationship building and leadership style all require
honest self-awareness. Well-intended feedback from others helps
to kick-start the reflection process. Building a safe environment
with confidentiality and positivity helps set the stage for self-awareness, learning, increased confidence and the practice of new skills.

“

Sometimes unlearning is just as critical, when behavior is getting in the way of success. Unlearning what we know previously from other jobs or
organizational cultures takes a combination of
trust, practice and ongoing active support and
feedback—it can be a big investment.”

medical training in preparing to enter the field with minimal focus
on management or leadership. Herein lies the challenge for development at all levels. We can address these by developing leadership
teams and executives, because if they’re not on a path of serving as
role models, then everyone in the organization will fail to live up to
their potential. I’m a believer of multiple-strategy interventions that
must be integrated into a culture of leadership cascading from the top
so the senior leaders have to experience it first. It’s more effective and
sustaining getting people to suspend personal judgments and experience the content - that’s when they’ll discover their “a-ha” moment
and become the biggest supporters.
Q: Are there any resources you’d like to share with our readers
who may be interested in learning more about the topics we’ve
discussed today?
Dr. Combs: Yes, my favorites are the FYI series published by
Korn/Ferry. I also like You: Being More Effective in Your MBTI
Type by Michael M. Lombardo, Robert W. Eichinger and Roger P.
Pearman—a nod to interpreting personality types and other facets of
Myers-Briggs. And I recommend Quiet: The Power of Introverts in
a World That Can’t Stop Talking by Susan Cain. Lastly, I’d like to
encourage readers to look to any experience or learning that inspires
them to pause, reflect and broaden the options of who they can be. LE

Wendy Combs - Featured Guest
Wendy Combs has more than 20 years of experience in organizational
development, leadership development and training. Wendy is passionate
about seeing the potential in others and developing them. She has been a
coach, mentor and champion to many. Wendy currently serves as the Regional
Director of Organization Development for the Systems Office at Dignity
Health. Wendy played a similar role and oversaw leadership and organization development at Kaiser Permanente. She has held management positions
at Nortel Networks, Cisco Systems and Intel Corporation. Wendy holds a
Ph.D. in Policy Analysis and an M.S. in Clinical Psychology as well as several
certifications. She has authored or co-authored a number of books and articles
on leadership, facilitation and change. She also teaches as an Adjunct Faculty
Member of both Drexel University and Notre Dame de Namur.

About the Author - Michelle Maldonado
Michelle Maldonado is a former corporate attorney with 20 years of leadership experience in strategic planning, operations and partnership development
across technology, e-learning and online media industries. She currently
serves as AVP of Corporate and Strategic Relationships for American Public
University System (APUS) and is the creator of The Inspire Leadership Series.
Michelle is also Co-Founder and Chair of the Northern Virginia Conscious
Business Alliance. As a business leader, Michelle utilizes an authentic and
consultative approach to partner with industry organizations to form strategic
alliances that support overall institutional growth strategies and leverage key
academic resources for talent development and engagement. Michelle can be
reached at mmaldonado@apus.edu.

Survey
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.

Q: Are there any unique challenges within health care for which
you’d like to highlight possible solutions?
Dr. Combs: Yes, I think the focus on people skills is more prominent
in the healthcare industry. Surprisingly, employees primarily receive
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Wired For Authenticity
The seven practices of authentic leaders
By Henna Inam

H ave you ever worked for a leader you admired greatly?
Chances are they are not perfect, but they do inspire you. I’ve
had the good luck to work with several leaders who motivated
me to go above and beyond. Some were really brilliant in their
strategic vision. Others were not brilliant but they had a quality
that brought out the best in me in the way that they coached
me. While each of these leaders had very different styles and
strengths, the one thing that was common among them was that
they each were authentic, believed in me, and I knew that they
had my back. I wanted to give my 110% to help them succeed.
Most of us want to be this kind of inspiring leader but don’t
know how. In my own corporate career, I often found myself
wondering how I could be more inspirational and motivating
to the people I worked with. Copying others’ style didn’t really
work for me. I finally realized that it’s hard to be inspirational
unless I was inspired myself. And it was hard for me to be inspired unless I was connected to my authentic self.

“

To return to our authenticity, we have to let go
of all that we are not. We recognize and let go of
the judgments, fears, and “shoulds” that keep us
from being adaptive, flowing, and creating with
change.”

In my book Wired for Authenticity, I list the seven practices of
authentic leaders. These practices come from my own 20-year corporate
career observing great leaders as well as from the challenges many of
my executive coaching clients share with me.
Neuroscience data suggests that as human beings we are actually
wired to be authentic. It lowers stress levels and increases our well-being
and that of the people we work with. I define authentic leadership as
the fullest expression of “me” for the benefit of “we”. Here is a brief
overview of each of the seven practices and why they are critical to
authentic leadership:
1. Befriend Your Body. Our bodies have far greater intelligence
than our brains alone. Our mind is often impacted by societal influences about who we “should” be. Connecting with our bodies tells
us what brings us joy, what situations trigger us, and so our body is
instrumental in us learning about our truths. Further, in her TEDTalk,
Harvard researcher Amy Cuddy demonstrates how our bodies can
help us actually change our minds. When we connect with our bodies,
we use our intuition, posture, and breath to be more centered as we
make decisions.
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

2. Stay Curious. Staying curious helps us know ourselves. We shift
who we are being in each moment and over time. We learn about our
strengths, our dreams, where we want to develop, and the saboteur
thoughts that get in the way of being effective. We learn about how
to stay curious with others, listening and engaging more deeply with
them to create authentic connection. And we learn to adapt more
quickly by staying curious about our fast-changing environment to
act from what’s happening now, rather than old assumptions.
3. Let Go. To return to our authenticity, we have to let go of all
that we are not. We recognize and let go of the judgments, fears, and
“shoulds” that keep us from being adaptive, flowing, and creating
with change.
4. Give Yourself an A. This practice is about appreciating ourselves
completely, including our flaws. It is very hard to be ourselves if we
aren’t comfortable with whom we are. It is about discovering more
parts of ourselves so we can be effective in more situations.
5. Choose Be before Do. This practice enables us to take a step
back to decide who we want to be that most inspires us in this moment
and then act from that place of being. When we choose from inspiration rather than fear, our actions are more effortless and effective and
also inspire others.
6. Face the Dragon. This practice is about learning how to act
in the face of discomfort. To rewire our brains for greater authenticity, we must practice behaviors that cause discomfort, have difficult
conversations, and take action despite our fears. This courage to move
boldly toward what we believe is right inspires us and those around us.
7. Dance with the Dream. This practice is about engaging with and
moving toward that which brings us greatest aliveness and puts us in
flow. It is about engaging our sense of purpose, talents, and creativity
in our workplaces so we can be more inspired, more resilient, more
creative, and also more inspirational to others.
Together these practices work to help us be more inspired, courageous, and resilient as leaders. They also help us create inclusive
workplaces where diverse points of view are heard and debated and
people can bring all of whom they are. This is my dream for the
workplace and I am interested in connecting with and supporting
others who want this for their workplace as well. I invite you to join
our movement for Authenticity@Work. Please connect with me. We
need every single voice who believes in the power of authenticity to
move our workplaces toward greater inspiration and engagement. LE
Henna Inam is CEO of Transformational Leadership, Inc. As an executive coach and speaker, she brings twenty years of global senior leadership
experience with Fortune 500 companies. She graduated from the Wharton
School with an MBA and participated in executive education programs at the
Harvard Business School.
Visit www.transformleaders.tv
Connect Henna Inam
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Women On Boards
3 myths and 3 ways for women to get ahead
By Bettina Buechel

Many companies stand to benefit from having more women on to a lack of general management experience, and to many of

their boards. What’s the way forward?
Despite advances in gender equality over the last century, we
continue to face a gender gap. In many countries (some more
than others) differences in access to economic and political
opportunity, education, health, and survival between men and
women persist. Of course, there are differences in the degree of
the gap in different countries; it is lowest in Iceland, Finland,
Norway, and Sweden and widest in Iran, Mali, Syria, Pakistan,
Chad and Yemen.
Boards are a key place where we see this gender gap. Board
composition continues to be overwhelmingly male. In the EU,
around 17% of board directors of the largest publicly listed
companies are women; in the US, women hold about 19%
of the directorships of S&P 500 firms yet in Japan it is 1%.
Positive impact
Studies have documented the positive impact that women’s
membership on boards makes in terms of company performance.
What might explain this? First, women bring a fresh perspective to complex issues. Compared with their male counterparts,
women board members are more likely to take active roles on
boards, challenging issues and asking difficult questions.
Second, women may bring a deeper understanding of certain
markets and of consumers than their male colleagues. A third
reason may be that women tend to be more flexible and better
able to manage ambiguous situations.
A recent meta-analytic study investigated the relationship
between women on boards and performance, finding that women
can make more of a difference in some countries. In countries
with better shareholder protection, female board representation
is positively related to profitability; in such contexts, greater
gender diversity on boards ensures that the directors bring
different knowledge, experience and values. In countries with
greater gender parity, female board representation is positively
linked to market performance. This relationship between female
directorships and market performance is negative in countries
with low gender parity.
Since 2006 (Norway) but with increasing intensity EU countries (between 2010 – 2014) have started putting in place
legislation that is attempting to level the playing field through
quotas, there will be additional opportunities for more women
to achieve board membership in the coming years. The sanctions for companies can be quite start with for instance Belgium
voiding the appointment on new board members until the quota
which ranges mostly between 30-40% is achieved.
3 myths
So, how can women’s membership on boards be increased?
First, there are 3 myths that need to be dispelled:
Myth 1 – Women don’t have the right leadership style.
According to a study by Cranfield University, once women are
appointed onto FTSE 100 boards, women directors are more
likely to be appointed to subsequent directorships and to hold
multiple directorships (15% compared with 11% held by men).
Myth 2 – Women haven’t got the right experience. Many
male CEOs frequently chalk up women’s absence from boards
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them not being in the pipeline long enough. Female directors,
on the other hand, say there aren’t more women on boards due
to male stereotyping.
Myth 3 – Women don’t take risks. In fact, women are more
likely than men to be appointed onto corporate boards in
precarious circumstances (Ryan & Haslam, 2005). There is
also evidence to suggest that women who pursue a career path
leading to directorship are less risk averse than “typical” women
(Adams, 2014).
Women who wish to become board members can enhance
their chances of being appointed to a directorship by actively
preparing in a number of spheres.
3 ways you can increase your board readiness
1. Build your network: The power to anticipate and influence
change rests in your network. You need to know your network
to nurture it. Speaking to headhunters is of course one way
of getting onto the radar screens of boards. You may wish to
consider becoming a shadow board member; in this case, you
will need to identify whom to follow. A natural choice would
be your mentor. But if this is not a possibility, mapping your
network will help you to identify possibilities.
2. Understanding what it takes to be board ready: What
can you do to prepare and overcome the myths? Assess your
familiarity with key board responsibilities. They include strategic
support to management, business improvement, organizational
and leadership assessment, financial understanding and risk
management, corporate governance principles as well as board
leadership and effectiveness.
3. Develop your story: By taking an inventory of what you
know, what is distinctive about your experience and expertise,
develop a narrative about what sets you apart. This should answer
the question: Why should anyone be interested in you? Get ready
to be able communicate this clearly and succinctly. As you begin
to identify the boards on which you seek membership, this will
help you to develop visibility.
In the changing board landscape that is open to more and more
women, one challenge is that many up-and-coming women have
a great deal more education than previous generations but less
high-level leadership experience. This means that search criteria
will have to be adapted and on-boarding and attention to board
dynamics will become more important in order to avoid tokenism and the development of an us vs. them mentality on boards.
Is your company ready to benefit from more women on its
board? Are you board ready?
Keep these myths and tips in mind to create more inclusive
boards and reap the rewards of diversity. LE
Bettina Buechel is Professor of Strategy and Organization at IMD. She recently led a special event for board-ready women at IMD’s High Performance
Boards program.

Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Employees choose
the areas of focus
they want to work on.

As an employer, are you committed to helping your
employees become engaged, better performers and
motivated each and every day?

1

Choose area of focus

Employees choose
how they learn.

2

How employees learn

You should and now you can!
The Personal Excellence App for Personal Development
does this daily: builds alignment, skills, motivation, and much
more within your organization. In your brand, you will be able
to align content and learning objectives to the key values and
objectives you have set for your organization. Map content
and exercises to your employees that help your organization
achieve its goals while developing all your leaders. In addition,
you will be able to embed custom training and content and
messages that can reach your employees daily, motivating and
inspiring them each and every day.

3

Spend 3-5 minutes of the day

No software
In your brand
Download statistics on employee usage
Key Performance Indicators for employees
Align content with Corporate Values and Mission
Quick Employee Survey and polling
Add your custom content, or content from
our marketplace.
Communicate with
your staff.

Brand the app with
your logo.

Conduct polls with
your employees.

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | info@personalexcellenceapp.com | www.personalexcellenceapp.com

Do you wake up each
and every day and say:

Download version 1.2
Register

Applications

About

Customers

New/Resources

Contact

Login

Buy Now

Exceed Your Potential
Learn More

“Today I am going to work on becoming a better person,
..a better leader,
..a better role model for my friends and family,
..a better coworker!”?

The Personal Development App designed to help you achieve your potential.
Available now for both Android and iPhone

You can do it in 3-5 minutes a day.
Imagine having a personal coach each and
every day to help motivate, inspire, guide and
direct you to Exceed your Potential.
The Personal Excellence App will introduce
you to positive, constructive leadership
concepts that will help you clearly define
your goals, improve your performance, and
enhance your inner self.

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | info@personalexcellenceapp.com | www.personalexcellenceapp.com

Primal Teams
Defying the modern myths of business leadership
By Jackie Barretta

You see detrimental team norms in business everywhere. The restrictive rules. Trust your team to do the right thing.

practices of most teams contradict basic human nature. They
deny individual team members’ emotional needs and disregard
the fundamental wiring of their brains.
“There’s a better way,” says Jackie Barretta, author of the
book Primal Teams: Harnessing the Power of Emotions to
Fuel Extraordinary Performance. “It is better to build teams
that nurture the human spirit and thereby spark the sharpness
and creativity that lead to unprecedented levels of performance.”
Here she explains some of the ways these primal teams literally
defy the myths of modern business.
Myth #1 – Always Be Positive
Business environments are often rife with stress and anxiety.
Most team members think they need to look cool, calm, and
collected, even in the most trying situations. However, facial
expressions, body language, and other physiological signals reveal
negative emotions, no matter how hard a teammate tries to hide
them. When others see those signals insufficiently masked by
feigned positivity, they lose a bit of trust in the authenticity of
their teammate.
Reality: Expressing negative emotion is beneficial
People can learn to express negative emotion in ways that
help them process and work through the negativity. This keeps
them engaged and can spark the entire team from lifelessness to
alertness. It also helps engender trust on the team.
Action: Let people express their true emotions. Channel this
energy in ways that help rather than hinder the team.
Myth #2 – Relationships Should Be Kept Professional
Most teams believe it’s best to keep relationships at a surface
level, where members are cordial and collegial, yet they can make
tough business decisions without being hindered by personal
attachments.
Reality: People have a primal need to personally bond with
each other
When teammates relate to each other with genuine feelings
of care and emotional concern, they satisfy a basic human need.
In fact, when people interact regularly with others with whom
they don’t feel a strong sense of belonging, they often end up
with potent and even toxic negative feelings, including fear,
anxiety, and depression.
Action: Help people in teams build emotional bonds. They
can personally relate to each other while learning to avoid the
pitfalls of close bonds in a rough and tough business environment.
Myth #3 – Leaders Should Set the Rules
Many leaders believe they need to establish extensive rules for
their teams, to ensure that everyone works hard, takes care of
customers, and is a good team player.
Reality: When people are given the latitude to do the right
things they act more trustworthy.
When people feel trusted the chemical oxytocin surges in their
brains. They naturally become more confident, more cooperative,
more generous, and more conscientious. Performance, collaboration, creativity, and productivity all increase.
Action: Empower your people. Resist the urge to impose
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Myth #4 – Efficiency & Expertise are the Holy Grail
Most teams focus on increasing their productivity and efficiency and they encourage their members to become experts
at their jobs.
Reality: These practices actually make them less adept at
solving the challenging problems faced by most teams today.
The human brain has evolved for efficiency and will easily
get stuck in the ruts forged by the constant repetitions that it
takes to perfect a process or become an expert.
Action: Help every team member approach each situation
with freshness and novelty. Promote curiosity and exploration
and learning so your team can avoid mental ruts and come up
with better solutions.
Myth #5 – Big Data Holds the Answers
Teams are increasingly turning to huge stores of computerbased data to inform their decision making.
Reality: The collective knowledge of the team members is
most often the best source of data.
They are constantly exposed to valuable details, such as customer reactions to products and services, which can never be
codified in a computer’s bits and bytes. These details are stored
in the members’ subconscious minds, often without their conscious minds even being aware of them.
Action: Encourage people to use their intuition. When
people use their intuition to read the data in their subconscious
minds, it’s not just a hunch or guess, it’s based on real data.
Embrace practices to engage this data in creative problem solving.
Myth #6 – There is No Place for Love
“Love” is still a foreign word in most business environments.
Reality: Teams need heartfelt emotion to deal with today’s
challenging problems.
This is not the gushy love you feel for your partner, but rather
the sensation you feel in the area of your heart when you are
inspired by doing something meaningful. These heartfelt emotions are the ticket to sparking their highest levels of energy,
insight, focus, and creative problem solving.
Action: Embrace love as a must-have. Help team members
find and experience deep meaning in their work. LE
Jackie Barretta has a 25-year history as a successful Fortune 500 C-level
executive and Big Four consultant in the Information Technology industry.
She has led large organizations with hundreds of employees through challenging times and major transformations. Jackie is a Founding Partner of Nura
Group, a consulting firm dedicated to enhancing team innovation and performance. She specializes in defining the super-energy of elite teams and helping
organizations create it in their own teams. She is also a Practice Director at
Virtual Information Executives, where she provides technology consulting to
higher education institutions.
Email: Baretta.jackie@nuragroup.com
Visit http://nuragroup.com/
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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The Forgotten Employee – Managers
Why manager training is vital to your business
By Gary Magenta

There is an alarming trend taking place in Corporate America
– the most important asset a company has is often the most forgotten. Managers are the lynchpin to an organization’s success,
yet they are often unprepared to properly lead their teams to
move a company towards its business goals. This is not their
fault necessarily, many times companies put manager training on
the backburner or cut it out all together. A new study, America’s
Workforce: A Revealing Study of Corporate America’s Most Neglected
Employee, uncovers this all too common truth - managers are underappreciated, undervalued and tragically undertrained.
The Data
America’s Workforce – which surveyed more than 200 training
executives - proves that many organizations are failing to realize the
impact managers have – or can have – on the bottom line.
• Almost a third (32%) surveyed believe their company doesn’t
see managers as critical to business performance
• More surprisingly, a full 69% of respondents say their leadership doesn’t see an extremely strong link between effective manager
training and business performance.

“

Managers are the lynchpin to an organization’s success, yet they are often unprepared to properly lead
their teams to move a company towards its business
goals. This is not their fault necessarily, many times
companies put manager training on the backburner or
cut it out all together.”

It is ironic that managers are still not viewed as critical because
numerous other surveys have shown that they significantly affect
engagement and productivity, which in turn influences a company’s
growth and performance. Because managers are not seen as critical to
success, Talent Development Leaders have difficulty securing funding
dollars for manager training programs. In fact, the study reports:
• 38% of those involved in manager development claim this is an
area where their employers are not willing to invest
• 65% struggle to get the money they need for manager training
programs.
Without senior leadership buy-in, Talent Development leaders
haven’t prioritized manager development and aren’t satisfied with
their programs today. The study found:
• More than three in five people (62%) involved in manager
training development admit they aren’t satisfied with the state of
their initiatives
• Many feel that the manager development they have in place
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today is static instead of dynamic (44%), not comprehensive (44%),
and simply outdated (40%)
• Making matters worse is that most (59%) don’t tailor manager
training to the areas of the business that need the most attention
Four Ways to Prepare Managers
I believe that managers can have a multiplier effect on business – if
you have great managers, you’re in for a great ride. After all, managers
are the link between leadership and frontline employees. They mentor
new hires, motivate teams and help employees figure out how to do
their jobs better. But if managers aren’t being valued by senior leaders
and if they’re not being trained to be their best … well, it seems things
aren’t looking so good for them. For their teams. Or your business.
But, if you’re like me and you believe managers are critical assets to
your business, that they deserve to be supported by the C-suite and
need the knowledge and skills to be great, then you may be willing to
invest in them. Here are four actions to help you get started.
1. Teach People Skills: Make sure you have a Manager Development Program that includes job-specific skills AND people skills like
team management, coaching and delegation capabilities.
2. Layer All Training: Managers must move from setting expectations to providing feedback to coaching to conflict resolution and
more without missing a beat. Trainings need to incorporate these skills
in a single foundational program. Separate courses just won’t work.
3. Focus on Engagement: Managers must understand the business strategy (leaders, this is your job) and how they and their teams
contribute. When managers can communicate the big picture – and
connect each team member and his or her daily work to these goals
– engagement goes from myth to reality.
4. Prioritize Sustainment: According to America’s Workforce, only
18% of people responsible for manager training strongly feel that
they’ve been successful at sustainment, and 67% don’t have strong
faith that sustainment of manager training is even possible in their
organization. But, sustainment is EVERYTHING to training. If
managers aren’t held accountable and expected to bring their new
skills so the table every day, then you’ve wasted time and budget. And
wasting time and money is never a good idea.
Want to read more? Download the complete “America’s Workforce”
study today here. LE
Gary Magenta is the author of The Un-Bossy Boss. He is a frequent speaker
at client events, industry conferences, and business strategy and human
resources seminars and is a senior vice president at the strategic Root Inc., the
strategy execution consulting company.
Email gmagenta@rootinc.com
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Strengthen Your Leadership Core
Diverse POVs can help
By Jon Mertz

approval or validation. You know what lines you might cross,
You can learn a lot about a tree’s age and experience by observing for
and
you build in ways to prevent it. You know where you need
the inside of a cut trunk’s rings. The innermost ring shows a tree’s
first year of growth. Each concentric ring typically shows a tree’s year
of growth. Aspen rings are fainter than other trees. With the light
colored wood, the rings blend together, making it more challenging
to define an aspen’s age. The rings are present, just less defined. And,
remember, the bark doesn’t create a tough barrier to penetrate; it works
to absorb light and convert light into energy.
What’s remarkable about aspens is that when you activate your
leadership potential, your rings of growth are present but not defined
by clearly marked years. You can accelerate your own inner rings of
growth by taking in more information and shining through in what
you produce. Most importantly, you can blur your lines of age, similar
to aspens, by lowering your barriers to learn from new sources and
change as required to meet new demands.
Expand your point of view on a subject or problem. Absorb differing points of view, and convert the insights you develop into
meaningful actions.
Let me explain.
Your POV Matters. Whether or not you take the time to define
and be aware of your Point of View (POV), you have one. Your POV
includes
• Leadership – Learned or Inherent?
• People – Motivated by Good or Self-interest?
• Political Leanings – Liberal, Conservative, or Moderate?
• Charity – Involved, Just Money, Both, or Neither?
• Health – Exercise or Not? Vegetarian, Paleo, Flexitarian, Uncertain?
You get the idea, but have you stopped for a few moments and
really thought through how you view things? If not, now may be a
good time to do this.
Your POV is how you view, engage, and undertake certain activities. POV is what you may naturally do, say, or think, given certain
situations and encounters.
Your core beliefs support your POV, just as your purpose does.
Being attentive to your POV is vital, as it serves as your core place
of strength. More than this, your POV needs to be attended to so it
grows in perspective, approach, and skill.
Why is being attentive to your POV essential? For several reasons.
First, the environment around you will inevitably change. Deciding
what to change and when to remain steadfast will be a key skill set
to develop. Having a solid starting point in your POV delivers a
foundation to build upon. Second, you will – and always will need
to – grow. Every good leader does, no matter our age. Knowing your
POV and challenging yourself on adding, expanding, or shifting your
POV means you know where you are today and what you need to
strengthen leading forward. Third, without a POV, you simply lack a
position and will just blow in the wind or chase gusts like they were
the next best direction. A POV sets your direction and then requires
an attentive mind to discern when to change it.
Knowing your POV takes ongoing care. Growth is the goal, so
taking care by tapping new sources for learning and perspective is a
necessity. Similarly, taking a break to re-gain footing and refresh your
energy is needed self-care, especially in a world cluttered with a glut
of information. Breaking away from it all delivers a renewed view.
All of this is about being attentive to your POV. Being attentive
also creates a sense of self-accountability instead of looking to others
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help, and you ask for it. This is an attentive, accountable leader.
Knowing who you are and what your opportunities for growth are,
open you up to accepting greater diversity of interactions and insights
to strengthen your core areas and uncover your blind spots. Likewise,
knowing what success in your team and business looks like will let
you know whether you are meeting your mission or if you need to
update your operational, leadership, and business models.
What emerges are your rings of leadership growth and ability.

Your current leadership POV is your starting point. From here,
your rings begin to expand in three primary areas.
• Examine. This leadership ring keeps you attentive to your leadership abilities and assists you in the outer rings in two ways: Identifying
places to engage and explore and honing your skills through personal
time and reflection.
• Engage. How do you challenge your current perspectives and
gain new ones? The answer appears by engaging individuals with diverse
views and penetrating questions. Your organization and community
serve as key sources of growth.
• Explore. How do you discover new thoughts or spark your
creativity? The answer lies in exploration and involves getting out
of your usual thought processes and takes you to the edges of new
thinking or new venues for discovery.
Using your rings of leadership will expand your capabilities and
keep you renewed in your views.
What begins to happen is powerful. Your leadership POV adjusts
and strengthens as you tap into what each ring has to offer. As this
occurs, your influence advances and widens. This is the beauty of
tapping into diverse sources and using them to expand your leadership presence. This is the beauty of your natural digital photosynthesis
capabilities to grow. LE
Jon Mertz is one of the Top 100 Thought Leaders in Trustworthy Business
and highlighted as one of the Leaders to Watch in 2015 by the American
Management Association. He also is the author of Activate Leadership: Aspen
Truths to Empower Millennial Leaders. Jon serves as vice president of marketing at Corepoint Health. Outside of his professional life, Jon brings together
a community to inspire Millennial leaders and close the gap between two
generations of leaders.
Follow @ThinDifference
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Awakened Leadership
A behavioral roadmap

Interactive

By Joan Marques

A wakened leadership could be labeled as one of several
“new-age” leadership styles, born out of frustration with the
self-centered, greed-based, mindless leadership actions of past
decades, or it can be considered an entire way of being.
Regardless of how you decide to look at it, it remains a highly
useful way of dealing with the responsibility of leadership in
any setting, whether private or professional; small, mid-sized
or large scaled, or whether pertaining to the self or others. So,
what is so useful about it? The main reason is this: Awakened
leadership is reflective. When you reflect on things, you consider
them from multiple angles, and think deeper about them than
a superficial thought or two. Your job, position, work relationships, the industry you are involved in, the very purpose of your
performance, your private or social connections, the things you
say, the things you do, and those you refrain from saying and
doing: reflecting on all of the above can help you understand
yourself better, and make you more mindful from here onward.
One of the greatest favors you can do yourself is understanding
why you do what you do, and who is affected by your actions.
Especially when you are about to make major decisions, such as
laying off a number of employees, discontinuing or starting a
new production or service line, engaging in a new relationship
or terminating an old one, it may be helpful if you write down
the perceived impact. When considering important steps, we
often underestimate the number of stakeholders whose lives
will be influenced by these steps. Take a few minutes and start
writing. The group of affected parties is usually five times higher
than what your initial thoughts may have wanted you to believe.
Awakened leadership is the opposite of sleepwalking leadership. First: What is sleepwalking leadership? It is the trend of
making decisions without considering that:
1) Everything changes, and nothing is today as it was yesterday,
so you cannot continue to make the same decisions you made
yesterday hoping they will have the same outcomes.
2) “Reality”, as you see it, is not the same as how others see it.
Your reality is shaped by a number of influencing factors, such
as your upbringing, culture, character, generation, education,
values, and more. You can therefore not consider that others will
always understand and appreciate your perspectives.
3) Traditional patterns or habits are the most common ways of
driving you into the auto-pilot state, thus, sleepwalking mode:
You follow these patterns or apply these habits without thinking,
and definitely, without reflecting if they still make sense in your
life as it is today. Mindlessly submitting to recurring patterns
or habits, makes us followers, not leaders.
4) Focusing too much on the details can make you lose sight of
the bigger purpose of something. Some people can get so lost in
the details that these become the main goal of their performance,
causing them to entirely lose track of the larger scheme of things.
5) Mindless leadership has maneuvered us into a global ecological crisis, and every plan, step, decision, or action you
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

undertake from now on – individually or collectively – will
either be instrumental to a positive turnaround, or will further
augment the problems we, the human species, have created in
the past century.
With the above stipulated, awakened leadership can easily be
understood, through the following behavioral roadmap. Awakened leadership is the continued awareness in your thoughts,
actions, and communications that:
1) You have to make your decisions by reflecting on your
lessons learned from past experiences, but even more by reflection on your wishes for the future and the possible effects these
decisions will have on that.
2) You should consider the perspectives of others, and keep
an open mind to potentially different ideas, which as they may
enrich your understanding, insight, and consequently, the directions you will choose going forward.
3) You should question, even doubt, established patterns and
procedures, as many of them were created when times, expectations, circumstances, goals, and mindsets, were entirely different.
If you find that the old patterns and procedures still suffice, you
can continue with them, but if you find that there is room for
improvement or drastic change, you should implement that.
4) You should keep in mind that, while details are important
to safeguard quality in everything, you also have to keep the big
picture in mind, so that you can focus on what really matters
in the long run.
5) You should make mindful leadership your new habit. Your
mind is a wonderful instrument, but it has the tendency to lead
you astray at every opportunity it gets. This is the time to step
up in awareness and regain control over the directions your
mind moves into.
Restore your priorities in the right order, and realize the impermanence of everything, including yourself. If you can keep
yourself mindful of the fact that you want to leave this world a
better place than you encountered it, you have set an important
step on the path to awakened leadership. LE
Joan F. Marques, Ph.D., Ed.D is the author of Courage in the Twenty-First
Century: The Art of Successful Job Transition. She is Assistant Dean and Chair
of the BBA Program and Management Department in Woodbury University’s
School of Business.
Email jmarques01@earthlink.net
Visit www.joanmarques.com
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You’ve Reached The Top! Now What?
Is entrepreneurship the only way forward once you achieve success?
By Judith E. Glaser

Starting a business from scratch is different from stepping
in and adding value to an existing company. Entrepreneurs love
the challenges, risks, and thrills of doing what others have not
done—envisioning new horizons, exploring the unknown, moving
to the next peak and eventually reaching the top.
So, why do so many ambitious and talented executives and
entrepreneurs plateau, burn out, and at times regress once they
“reach the top” of whatever ladder, mountain or organizational
structure they’ve been climbing?
My answer, based on both research and reflection, is that while
they tend to be great talkers (because they continually pitch their
visions, strategies, products and services to investors, banks,
employees, customers, clients, and partners), they may plateau
when it comes to connecting deeply with others.
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

Reaching the summit today requires us to develop a new
perspective and paradigm of leadership and to climb two peaks:
1) creating and selling the vision, and 2) connecting with other
people as we build the business around our innovative ideas.
Connecting with others enables us to build concentric circles of
engagement with employees and customers to expand the brand
in magnificent and exciting ways. Entrepreneurs who put relationships before tasks and build bridges for connection become
multipliers of the DNA for entrepreneurship—a powerful path
for getting to the next level of greatness.
Expand Your Connecting Profile
With the right digital tools, we can now connect 24/7 from
anywhere in the world at any time, but it’s not enough to have
the tools to connect. We also need the wisdom to connect.
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We need Conversational Intelligence® (C-IQ), a framework for
knowing which conversations trigger our lower-level brain
activity, such as primitive instincts for fight, flight, freeze and
appeasement, versus what sparks higher-level brain activity, such
as trust, integrity, strategic thinking, empathy, and capability to
process complex situations. The more we see how much of our
brain is devoted to social connection, the more we realize how
connecting with others in healthy and productive ways becomes
vital for our mutual success in teams and organizations.
Problem: What Inhibits Healthy Connections?
Here are four behaviors that often inhibit healthy connections:
• Having Communication Blind Spots. Sadly, I see many
leaders bomb in critical meetings and situations because of low
C-IQ: they don’t speak to influence and thus fail to connect.
C-IQ is a rating of the level of trust we create with others and
the quality of our interactions. People with high C-IQ activate
their audience’s prefrontal cortex, a section of the brain that
enables trust and good judgment. People with low C-IQ engage
the lower brain, where fear and distrust reside. High C-IQ correlates with business turnarounds and sustained success.
• Talking Past Each Other. Breakdowns happen when people
talk past each other, not with each other. Once you recognize
your conversational blind spots, you can boost your C-IQ by
identifying what is going wrong in conversations and situations
and flip the switch in your brain and others’ brains to get communications back on a productive and neural path.
• Not Seeing Beyond Your Vision. The tough road of
leadership and entrepreneurship demands total belief in the
enterprise and its vision. It’s an invigorating emotional state
with a natural dopamine high. Unfortunately, having total belief
can blind you to the need to see beyond your vision and gain
buy-in from diverse constituents, or listen to their push back if
they don’t at first agree.
• Not Minding the Gap. To bridge blind spots, you need
to mind the gap and step into your conversation partner’s world,
shift from talking about yourself and your solutions, and start
co-creating by focusing on shared success. This involves identifying what the people in the loop want from you. For example,
if you are presenting a business plan to venture capitalists, you
should focus on how the plan generates revenue, since their
objective is ROI.
Solution: Co-creating Conversations®
Co-creating conversations enable you to co-create the future.
This is not about a quick fix or a new policy, lecturing or tell–
sell–yell: It’s about navigating with others in and out of scenarios
from many perspectives. Such conversations create healthy practices and rituals for how work gets done inside the culture. They
enable us to create a movie screen on which to project scenarios
for the future so we can explore them and choose the best paths.
As we understand others’ perspectives, we can form a WEcentric rather than an I-centric view of the future. As we create
the conversational space for change, we reduce fears and threats
and help people find their place in the change process. We can
then breathe in a coherent, collaborative way. To breathe means to
aspire. When we are calm and connected to others during change,
our aspirations become greater and our capabilities increase.
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Apply these tips for fostering a higher C-IQ in four specific
situations:
1. When you meet someone new. Say, “I’m so glad I met you!”
Or “You look familiar!” Our brains are designed to be social.
The need to belong is more powerful than the need for safety.
Feeling rejected activates our fear networks and increases the level
of cortisol, which moves us into protective behaviors. A sense
of inclusion reduces protective cortisol levels while increasing
oxytocin and promoting bonding.
2. When you brainstorm with a diverse group. Appreciate
others’ contributions, comment on how their idea has helped
you, and let them know how much you appreciate their thinking. Appreciation reshapes our neural networks. When we appreciate others’ gifts, we have a positive impact on their neural
networks. Appreciation activates a larger framework of neurons
in our brain that enables higher levels of seeing, hearing, and
thinking broader and bigger. Reaching out to connect and appreciate others’ perspectives, even if you don’t agree, elevates
trust, or feeling like a friend, thus creating a larger framework
for thinking together.
3. When you want to persuade someone. Put yourself in your
listener’s shoes. Empathy activates the mirror neuron network
located in the prefrontal cortex or Executive Brain. When we
mirror each other, we can see and experience the world through
each other’s eyes. This activates higher oxytocin production,
which facilitates bonding, collaboration and co-creation and
elevates trust and openness. We become comfortable sharing
what is really on our minds.
4. When you need to solve a difficult problem. Say, “Tell me
your thoughts.” And listen to connect. When we are uncertain,
both the distrust and trust networks are activated at the same
time. We more easily fall into groupthink to be safe in the crowd,
or we close up for fear we will look weak. Make it safe to be
transparent about what you are uncertain about. Don’t penalize
those who speak up – encourage them to share.
C-IQ is the ability to master the power of connection to
enhance your relationships and gain better business and personal
results. Even when you think you’ve reached the top, you face
yet another mountain to climb – engaging a broader audience
of potential partners – both inside and outside the company.
When you boost your C-IQ, you become smarter at navigating
your social highway. C-IQ is not about how smart you are, but
how open you are to learning effective conversational rituals that
prime the brain for trust, partnership, and mutual success. LE
Judith E. Glaser is CEO of Benchmark Communications, Inc., Chairman
of The Creating WE Institute, an Organizational Anthropologist, consultant
to Fortune 500 Companies, and author of four best selling business books,
including Conversational Intelligence: How Great Leaders Build Trust and
Get Extraordinary Results (Bibliomotion, 2013).
Email jeglaser@creatingwe.com
Visit www.conversationalintelligence.com; www.creatingwe.com
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Effective Leadership
6 things employees need to hear you say
By Lou Solomon

We forget our most basic goal in business, which is to create thing specific like, “I appreciate the way you pull in people from

relationships with clients, customers, prospects, colleagues, shareholders…and at the center of it all, employees. If employees are
to thrive and unlock the next great idea that will make everyone
else happy, they require a relationship with the people around
them, starting with their boss.
Recently we helped a leader, we’ll call her Dawn, guide her
team through productive dialogue around difficult issues that
were holding them back. At the end of the session we facilitated
a round of “Acknowledgement and Appreciation” in which each
individual received specific and thorough feedback on their
contribution to the team.
Here’s what happened. I watched the serious and tired expressions on the faces of these individuals soften as they received
honest acknowledgement from one another. When Dawn spoke
they were visibly moved to hear that she understood their talent
completely. She told me later that they left feeling lighter, reconnected and ready to get back to the work they loved.
Everyone at every level needs appreciation and meaningful
feedback about their work. If you think that’s an obvious and
practiced element of leadership, think again. A March 2015
survey by Harris Interactive on behalf of Interact revealed that
more than half of American workers (63%) feel leaders are prevented
from being effective by not showing appreciation to employees.
Nearly all (91%) of employed U.S. adults believe that there
are interpersonal communication issues that prevent business
leaders from leading effectively. This is startling since we throw
extraordinary amounts of money at surveys, re-orgs, consultants
and change initiatives du jour.
Harris conducted the survey on behalf of Interact online within
the United States, among 2,033 U.S. adults ages 18 and older,
999 of whom are employed and whose responses are reflected
in the findings.
The top communication issues cited as ones that prevent
leaders from being effective were (in rank order):
• Not recognizing employee achievements (63%)
• Not giving clear directions (57%)
• Not having time to meet with employees (52%)
• Refusing to talk to subordinates (51%)
• Taking credit for others’ ideas (47%)
• Not offering constructive criticism (39%)
• Not knowing employees’ names (36%)
• Refusing to talk to people on the phone/in person (34%)
• Doesn’t ask about employees’ lives outside work (23%)
Communication is the fundamental element of an organization
and the pattern is established by leaders. Healthy communication
requires trust, inclusion, recognition, clear directions, meaningful interaction and feedback at the nerve center of the company.
The most effective leaders understand that clear communication
helps a company’s bottom line and can increase productivity. They
are diligent about building a sense of connectedness with their
teams and appreciation of their employees by saying and asking:
1. Here’s what I appreciate about you and your contribution… The basic “atta-boy” or “atta-girl” doesn’t satisfy people
who put their heart and soul into their work. Instead, say someleadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

other departments to reach your team goals—you’re a connector.”
Leaders need to notice employees’ unique, specific contributions.
2. Thank you (personal and public)… From the elevator to
the parking lot, daily interactions represent opportunities for
leaders to engage in dynamic interactions and show appreciation
for their employee’s efforts. Public recognition at a staff meeting,
or a thoughtful “thank you” in a newsletter, are also meaningful.
3. What do you think? Employees often withhold their best
ideas from leaders who always have the ‘right’ answer, or take
credit for others’ ideas. Ask questions such as, “What have you
noticed, how do you think we could improve, what is keeping
us stuck, and what do you love about it?” Establish a safe environment in which people have the opportunity to express
themselves and be recognized for their ideas and they will take
ownership of the results.
4. Here’s what’s happening and what you can expect…
Companies today often operate in a state of change and all too
often information is withheld until the last minute. This is a
huge distraction for employees, who need “real speak” about
their futures. Leaders often underestimate employees’ ability to
accept “why” if it is shared in an honest way. Leaders will gain
deep respect when they share as much as they know as soon as
they can share it. Explanations are better than no explanations.
5. I have some feedback for you… Don’t wait for a performance review to tell people how they’re doing. A culture of
continual feedback is healthy and nimble.
6. Let me share a time I got it wrong… Smart, capable leaders
who know their stuff are well respected, but employees like and
trust leaders who are not only smart, but can occasionally lean
back and laugh at their own mistakes and who are generous
with what life has taught them. The effective leader says, “Let
me tell you about something I learned the hard way,” instead
of dictating the course to take.
To learn more, or enroll in upcoming “Your Authentic Speaking Style™” courses at Interact, visit www.interactauthentically.com
Survey Methodology: This survey was conducted online within the
United States between March 12-16, 2015 among 999 employed adults
(employed full-time, part-time, and/or self-employed) by Harris Poll on
behalf of Interact. Figures for age, sex, race/ethnicity, education, region
and household income were weighted where necessary to bring them into
line with their actual proportions in the population. Propensity score
weighting was used to adjust for respondents’ propensity to be online. LE
Lou Solomon is a CEO, author and coach who struggled with severe shyness
as a child. She didn’t speak up for the first 10 years of her life. Her early
struggle has been a gift, since she knows that people can learn to make connections influence others in a positive way.
In 2000, Lou founded Interact, a firm that develops individuals into strong
communicators. She is the creator of a curriculum that helps people find their
authentic voice and develop I.F., The Influence Factor™. She and her team are
known for their ability to draw out the authentic style of clients and building
upon their strengths.
Follow @LMSolomon
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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The 21st Century Executive
How to become one
By Nigel Dessau

Like most middle and senior managers, I travel a lot. Bad weather
on one trip left me stuck at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport.
To kill time, I browsed the airport bookshop looking for an interesting business book. What I found, however, were a lot of books about
“being at the top.” In the world of business books, everyone apparently
wants to be a CEO of a company.
To make things worse, few if any, of these books had been written
by people who are trying to build a career today. In fact, most of
them had been leaders in the last century, before most of today’s Millennials even got their first job. Back in the 1980s there really was
no Internet, never mind Facebook. Nowadays, why do you need to
trust someone who says they have knowledge when you can Google
the answer to every question instantly? Given the massive changes
to how we currently work, it is easy to see why there are few good
resources for today’s leaders, climbing through middle management,
and hoping, if not get to the top, be somewhere close.
To bridge this gap, I created an on-line series of mentoring videos
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

known as “The 3 Minute Mentor.” Designed for the digital age, these
give simple and practical advice on how to build your career and
manage more effectively. While turning 36 of these episodes into the
book “Become a 21st Century Executive,” it became clear that there
are four common cornerstones to building a 21st Century career.
These four cornerstones - Narrative, Experience, Ownership and
Ethics – are not only what matters to the next generation, but what
it takes to manage them. According to PWC, over 50% of the workforce will be Millennials by 2020. That means you too may need to
understand them if you are to manage and succeed in the 21st Century.
A 21st Century Career has a NARRATIVE
Unlike previous generations, the Millennial career is based on
PURPOSE. While their parents and grandparents were focused on
getting a job, and that might mean any job, today’s new workers want
to know how it drives their ‘life-story’ forward. When choosing between
employers they often ask about their Corporate Social Responsibility
programs and how they are part of their community. For most, when
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starting out, money is not the only consideration.
According to Gallup Research, 55% of the U.S. workers are not
engaged at work, 16% are actively disengaged. We need to be sensitive to this when it comes to Millennials. They will look to commit
to something they have a PASSION for. In fact, they may prefer to
have no job than to take one they have no passion for, which is fine
if they can still live at home. Managing these Millennials will require
you to not only understand their passions but to engage them.
Having identified their passions, Millennials are likely to align their
GOALS toward their purpose. They won’t want to do something that
does not drive them to their purpose. Finding ways to link goals to
purpose becomes an essential step for them and you.
Maybe hardest for the Millennials is understanding that they must
make CHOICES and live with them. For the rest of us, this seems to
be an obvious life lesson. This next generation may not have learned
this yet. Those that do will succeed more fully and more quickly than
those who do not.
A 21st Century Executive has the right EXPERIENCE
To be truly successful you need be offered good opportunities and
know how to take advantage of those opportunities when they present
themselves. There’s not much you can do about the luck side of this,
but there is a lot you can do to prepare to take advantage of the luck
when it comes your way.
In the book, Become a 21st Century Executive, it is suggested that
you focus on four different skill areas: CONTEXT, APPROACH,
NETWORK and PRESENCE. To put it another way: Your career
growth and development are based on what you know, how you use
what you know, who knows it and how you are able to communicate
all of this. If you work on these four elements as you move through
your career and use these elements to evaluate different career opportunities, your chances of success will be much greater. The book
covers more details on each of these skill areas.
There is also a fifth element, but it’s the hardest to explain or encourage people to explore. That element is ‘HUNGER.’ Are you the
one who is willing to ‘take the bat’ when someone is needed or do
you hold back? Are you willing to take the tough assignments or do
you back away fearing the risk? If you have the hunger and the right
skills, when opportunity comes knocking you will be ready and able
to answer.
A 21st Century Executive takes OWNERSHIP
Despite the model that is set for us by politicians, it is my experience
that in business, the people who achieve the most are those who hold
themselves ACCOUNTABLE for what they do. They understand when
they take an assignment or role that it is their responsibility to complete
it. To be successful at work and in life, being personally accountable
for what you do will always mean more than what others believe or
hold you accountable for. This is one of the key elements of integrity.
While a 21st Century Executive or leader will always hold themselves
accountable, they should also know that they cannot do everything
on their own. To succeed they need to learn to DELEGATE to people
below them and escalate to those above when they need help. Delegation, as any good manager knows is not the same as abdication.
Abdication is the delegation without the accountability.
Once you learn to delegate and escalate, you quickly work out that
there are people around you who can help and whom you can help.
I have never met a successful person who did not have a MENTOR
of some sort and often more than one. A modern leader will have a
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stable of mentors they seek advice from and will offer the same support
to those around them.
More than mentoring, we also need COACHES and must be
willing to coach others. Unlike the mentor, who has a more abstract
view across a wide period of time, the coach is willing to help you in
real-time. Learning to lead is about learning to coach.
A 21st Century Executive lives their ETHICS
On Michael Hyatt’s website, he advises people to “Commit to total
transparency. Because of technology, you don’t really have a choice.
You might as well embrace it now; it’s a much easier way to live. You
will never have to worry that someone is going to discover something
about you that you don’t first reveal.”
When I grew up in IBM, being transparent was all about hiding
behind someone else when you had to deliver bad news. An example;
telling an employee that they were not getting a raise because “our
boss doesn’t think you are doing a good job” was being transparent
or ‘see through’. While it might be the truth, and the boss doesn’t
think the person is performing, rather than saying “I don’t think you
are doing a good job”, it was easier to blame the boss.
Today, TRANSPARENCY is more about open communication and
HONESTY. Giving people the bad news whether they want it or not.
A way of saying ‘you know what I know.’ But clearly that is not always
a useful or helpful approach, sometimes things are just secret. Even if
it’s not secret, productivity can be damaged by the team fussing over
things that may never happen or that they cannot influence.
The 21st Century Executive expects, drives and uses TRANSPARENCY as a key tool. Additionally they will expect it in others. Without
transparency there is no TRUST and without trust there is disengagement.
Tom Peters, the Business Guru, summed up the whole area of ethics
well. He said, “There is no such thing as a minor lapse of integrity.” A
21st Century Executive demonstrates INTEGRITY to those around
them and expects it of others.
Becoming a 21st Century Executive
When I worked for Sun Microsystems, I remember our then CEO
Scott McNealy saying, “You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it.”
For the 21st Century employee, with Facebook, Twitter, Blogs and
Instagram, privacy may have well been replaced by transparency. The
next generation of workers are going to live life in the open. Managing
and leading this generation is going to require not only understanding
them but demonstrating that you too are a 21st Century Executive
with these same qualities.
In the end it does not matter what it was like for us or how our
first bosses did it. Millennials do not care, and why should they? The
world has moved on and what it takes to succeed today is different. LE
Nigel Dessau is an acclaimed award-winning marketing professional with
over 25 years of experience leading corporate marketing and communications
for several multi-million and billion dollar companies. He began his career by
working for IBM, serving customers and partners in the UK. Dessau decided
to move to the U.S. following an assignment in New York, where he
continued to work for IBM for nine years. Since leaving, Dessau has held
senior executive and CMO roles at both private and Fortune 500 companies
including StorageTek, Sun Microsystems, AMD, and Stratus Technologies.
Dessau is the creator and driving force behind the 3 Minute Mentor website,
which provides significant career guidance in three minute videos.
Visit www.nigeldessau.com
Follow @3minutementor and @nigeldessau
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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No-Drama Leadership
Critical skills for the no-drama leader
By Marlene Chism

What do these things have in common?
• You hired a star employee with excellent skills but the
employee doesn’t play well with others.
• A misunderstanding with a top client resulted in lost
business.
• You lost the sale because you made assumptions about the
other stakeholder’s values.
• You are caught off guard because your managers didn’t
keep you in the loop.
• Your family business suffers because no one wants to admit
where the real problems are.
All of these workplace drama issues are tied together with a
common theme: Poor communication. Communication skills
are commonly referred to as “soft skills.” Soft has come to mean
“touchy-feely” rather than critical for business success.

In my new book, No-Drama Leadership there is an entire
chapter about communication and why we should see communication as a strategy rather than just a soft skill. Soft skills are
about getting along and being liked, while strategy is about the
longer view rather than short term fix, which is always about
avoiding discomfort. A common example is when managers,
(or owners) avoid honest dialogues with their employees. The
reasons are many-fear of hurting feelings, the person has seniority; today is the company picnic; and the culture simply doesn’t
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support speaking the truth.
The problem is, fifteen years later someone else inherits the
problem! I often tell my corporate clients that the conversation
you avoid today can be the lawsuit fifteen years later.
It’s interesting that these same problems occur in small businesses where the owner gets to make the ultimate decisions
about who stays, who goes, and what kind of culture they want
to create. Short term fixes create long-term problems. Ready to
take a more strategic view?
Notice what happens when you change your definition of
communication from a “soft skill” to a strategic skill. Now you
start to notice all the ways a higher level of communication
could help you achieve your end result!
It’s more strategic to:
• Speak the truth rather than tell people only what they
want to hear.
• Give honest feedback to an employee whose performance
is suffering.
• Ask for what you than to complain about what you don’t
want.
• Set a boundary than to let others get by with inappropriate behavior.
• Say “no” and mean it than to say “yes” and not mean it.
• Keep everyone in the loop versus hording information.
• Keep your word than rely on excuses why you couldn’t.
• Inspire with vision than force by threat.
• Be respectful than resort to sarcasm or embarrassment to
make your point.
Communication is a critical skill necessary for building business relationships, negotiating, selling, and gaining collaboration
with others.
It takes a lot of work and a commitment to awareness and
personal growth to become a more strategic communicator. In
fact, it may be a lifelong journey. What is the payoff? In your
leadership role, you will constantly work with people who communicate poorly; are less aware of their emotions; and who are
very short sighted, impatient, self-serving and less than articulate.
Doesn’t it make sense strategically to build a personal brand as
one who is more aware, more capable, more articulate, and more
strategic? Becoming a strategic communicator can transform
both your personal life and your business. LE
Marlene Chism is an executive educator, consultant, and author of Stop Workplace Drama, (Wiley 2011) and No-Drama Leadership (Bibliomotion 2015).
She works with executives, and high-performing leaders who want to transform
culture in the workplace.
Email marlene@marlenechism.com
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Build Trust, Then Lead
From managing individuals to leading teams
By Renée Gendron

For over a year, I’ve been conducting a study on leadership.
As part of the study I asked respondents how people can develop
their leadership abilities. I’ll be sharing with you the insights of
four respondents in this article.
Effective leadership is crucial to the success of undertakings
and organisations. Developing leaders and leadership capabilities is often difficult. So what do teams and organisations need
to do in order to attract and develop their current and future
leaders? Four leaders responded with two words: Build trust.
Christina, a business coach, said that “leaders and aspiring
leaders need to listen. A true leader spends about 80% of their
time listening. Combined with listening the leader needs to help
others feel good about themselves, recognise their strengths and
their contributions. When people have self-esteem, they’ll want
to contribute more.”
If one of the first steps to being a leader is to listen, how can
people develop their listening skills? Although it seems obvious
it must be said – stop talking. Force yourself to be the one who
asks for solutions instead of proposing them. If you’re always
the first to talk and the first to offer a strategy, few if any of
your team will have the confidence to offer a second or third
way forward.
Ron Wiens, speaker, author and advisor on cultural change,
noted that “Every leader wants people to get together and solve
problems / create solutions. This requires a frank exchange of
ideas which in turn requires the team to trust each other. Trust
comes from people knowing and respecting each other as human
beings. The sticking point is ‘you have to trust and like the people
you work with to have high performance.’ The leader’s role is
to build an environment rampant with trust.”
Building trust takes intentional effort over a long period of
time. To do so you have to look beyond the employee to see the
person. How openly and regularly do you communicate with
them? Do they feel comfortable approaching you to discuss a
problem or to ask for support? If not, why not? Leadership is a
relationship and you are contributing or withholding something
in that relationship that is hindering the other person’s willingness to approach you.
Celia Soonets, owner of a marketing research firm in the
Caribbean, founder of a Latin entrepreneurs women network
in Ottawa-Gatineau, and jewelry designer, observed “When a
company is run by owners, clients tend to trust the owners and
not the staff. As a leader you have to encourage the staff to take
ownership but they need to be willing to work for it. Lazy people
don’t make good leaders. Those who want to have the trust of the
clients need to want to learn and apply technical skills, leadership and communicate skills, and context knowledge. You have
to want to know more than just your job but also how does the
business actually work.”
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

“

Building trust takes intentional effort over a long period of time. To do so you have to look beyond the employee to see the person.”

Trust is not just about open communication it’s also about
competence. In building your leadership abilities also include
deepening your knowledge of your business and the sector. Your
colleagues will trust you more when they understand that you
have sound judgement and a firm understanding of the context
in which decisions are made.
Richard Rittenberg, President of Whitehaven Associates,
commented that “Leadership involves combining seeing the big
picture and its constituent parts with making the right decision,
not the popular decision.”
Another way of building trust is to demonstrate to your team
that the goal is paramount. You need to show your team that
decisions are made to reach that goal and not for any person’s
particular advantage. When the team understands that there is
integrity in the decision-making process, even if some decisions
are painful, there will be respect and trust.
These four interviewees provided insight into how a leader
can transition from managing individuals to leading teams.
First and foremost is to see your colleagues as individuals who
have non-work interests, friends, families and their own personal goals. In working to establish this relationship, listen
more often than you speak. It helps you to get to know them
better, shows interest in them and provides opportunities for
you to learn from your team members. Building on the trust,
you have to encourage those around to become more curious
about how their organisation and sector function. A key part
of being trustworthy in the workplace is being competent and
knowledgeable. Those attributes come with time but they also
come because of an intention to learn and apply. Lastly though
equally important, trust comes from making decisions that benefit
the project or undertaking as a whole, not just one particular
person or clique involved. LE
Renée Gendron is a speaker, trainer, mediator and researcher. She applies
her skills in support of individuals, entrepreneurs and organisations. Renée is
keenly interested in helping individuals and firms become more resilient and
responsive to rapidly changing market conditions.
Email renee@vitaedynamics.com
Visit http://www.vitaedynamics.com/
Follow @vitaedynamics
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Power Of Purpose
The importance of deliberate leadership in a changing world
By Soren Eilertsen

O vercoming the leadership and organizational challenges
that plague today’s business world requires an enhanced human
consciousness. In part, this is because knowledge workers of the
millennial generation don’t function well inside organizations
with an autocratic leadership. In this environment, management
demonstrates a high-level of self-preservation behavior and an
almost singular profit or growth motive instead of a more meaningful work experience that welcomes the full human potential.

“

The new reality shows that leaders can be more effective and create a better work environment for the
company as a whole by bringing an evolved mindset
and purpose to their own work. American psychologist, Abraham Maslow used the term self-actualizing
to describe people who tapped in to a personal purpose and moved from an outlook of fear and deficit to
one of hope and abundance.”

Unfortunately, many business leaders have failed to see the
workplace shift and haven’t evolved with the times. As a result,
they continue to embrace traditional management approaches,
which are out of sync with employees who are no longer tethered
to their desks or loyalty-bound. Business tends to dehumanize
people by seeing them as “means” in the pursuit of profit and
growth. As a result, employees shut down and show up at work
with only part of their being. Passion and creativity are left at
the door, and collaboration inside the organization becomes
tentative. Increasingly, people require meaning in their work
and want to be treated as “ends” in themselves, as full human
beings. This is great news for business if leaders can step up and
harvest this desire for full engagement.
The new reality shows that leaders can be more effective and
create a better work environment for the company as a whole
by bringing an evolved mindset and purpose to their own work.
American psychologist, Abraham Maslow used the term selfactualizing to describe people who tapped in to a personal purpose
and moved from an outlook of fear and deficit to one of hope and
abundance. Under the right circumstance every human has the ability to
“self-actualize” and leaders who do so can become “deliberate leaders.”
Deliberate leadership
Merriam-Webster defines the term “deliberate” as “made, given,
or done with full awareness of what one is doing.” Obtaining full
awareness requires the ability to see oneself from different perspectives and gain clarity of a deeper purpose in life. This higher level of
consciousness allows deliberate leaders to awaken a sense of curiosity,
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a desire for growth, and provide inspiration for others to join on a
journey of discovery toward a meaningful future.
Fortunately, there are great examples of business leaders who embrace
the pursuit of personal purpose and individual growth. Take for
instance, Christopher Forman. As CEO of The Decurion Corporation, a real estate and movie theater company, whose purpose is “to
provide places for people to flourish,” Forman provides an exceptional
independent environment for workers, not attached to roles, titles or
status. Instead, the company encourages employees to fulfill their own
life purpose. Another example comes from John Mackey, cofounder
and co-CEO of Whole Foods Market. He believes that “business
leaders can liberate the extraordinary power of business and capitalism
to create a world in which people live lives full of purpose, love and
creativity – a world of compassion, freedom and prosperity.” Similarly,
Jeff Weiner, CEO of LinkedIn, expresses his own compassion for the
greater good through his personal vision statement “to expand the
world’s collective wisdom and compassion.” When employees embrace
a leader’s purpose and compassion, this in turn creates a trickledown
effect that increases engagement and builds community, leading to
greater innovation and effectiveness company-wide.
Deliberate leadership mindsets and capacities
According to Maslow, human needs and motivations open up more
or less in sequence through life given the right circumstances. In a
similar manner, each level gives rise to a new mindset and capacities
(figure 1). Becoming a deliberate leader requires a deep understanding
of these concepts, along with how and when to engage each one. Based
on a comprehensive analysis of human development inspired by the
philosopher, Ken Wilber and his book “A Theory of Everything”, these
levels of mindsets and capacities can be applied to business leadership
in the following way:
Power. Founded on survival instincts, power provides a drive to
take action and pursue opportunities. As a stand-alone capacity, it is
dysfunctional within an organization, but when paired with purpose,
power becomes the basis for deliberate leadership. Deliberate leaders
understand when and how to use power. Leaders who overuse power
are seen as impulsive and focused on self-protection.
Rules. Human beings seek stability and order through the mastery
of rules and by development of know-how and expertise. This is an
important capacity in business since it enables individuals to learn new
skills. It also becomes the basis for establishing policies and procedures.
Leaders gravitating towards this mindset appear dogmatic and prefer a
rigid hierarchy. Taken to an extreme, organizations become dominated
by unyielding mindsets, as is often seen in the governmental arena.
Achievement. In a competitive market, efficiency and results are
essential because business thrives on profit and growth. Leaders who
embrace this mindset prefer command and control, although the
organization typically has evolved to a meritocracy. This orientation
dominates most U.S. businesses today. As a result, a majority of
current leaders are stuck at this level of development, which is reinforced by many cultural elements including the “American Dream.”
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When overused, self- or small group-centric behavior takes over
thereby limiting collaboration and engagement. At the extreme, the
overuse of this capacity can cause an ethical collapse as seen during
the financial crisis of 2008.
Perspective. Suspending personal beliefs and judgments open the
doors for business leaders to pursue a greater understanding and
consider multiple perspectives, allowing them to “walk in the shoes of
others.” By recognizing that others may hold different views, leaders
with this open mindset can apply situational leadership and support
a preference to work in teams. While still largely hierarchicallyorganized, leaders and managers become coaches for individuals and
teams. When overused, however, leaders seek consensus and harmony
to a fault, which ultimately hinders or puts the brakes on progress.
Purpose. Authentic purpose allows individuals to connect with
higher moral principles and engage in a passionate pursuit of a fundamental reason for being. A business leader in touch with purpose
focuses on work that comes in service of this and strives to remove
obstacles in the pursuit. Few businesses operate fully at this level and
those that aspire begin to eliminate hierarchies and instead introduce
self-management in some or all parts of the organization. Overused,
leaders may pursue personal inner spiritual transformation at the
expense of the organization’s needs and goals.

“

Human beings seek stability and order through the
mastery of rules and by development of know-how
and expertise. This is an important capacity in business since it enables individuals to learn new skills. It
also becomes the basis for establishing policies and
procedures.”

Although these mindsets and capacities are available to every human
under the right developmental circumstances, uncovering them requires
continuous focus on lifelong individual growth. Fortunately, adult
development research shows that the brain has plasticity to continue
to evolve. In his book, “In Over Our Heads – The Mental Demands
of Modern Life,” author Robert Kegan discusses how human consciousness is challenged by the increasing complexity of the world.
He makes the case that individuals must develop higher orders of
consciousness in order to face the demands of the planet. Kegan calls
for development of 4th and 5th stages of consciousness, which Wilber
refers to as crossing to second-tier stages. From this vantage point, a
hurdle has been crossed that allows individuals to fully see themselves
and engage all their capacities. The hurdle is what Maslow called
the “fear barrier” which when transcended opens up a worldview of
purpose and abundance. Crossing the barrier, allows leaders to “show
up” in the organization as needed in different situations while staying
true to higher moral principles and purpose. Leaders operating at this
level set out to make a difference and create a better world.
The role of business in developing people
Historically, religions and school systems served as the “vehicles” to
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stimulate human consciousness development. These systems, however,
have failed to develop the awareness and dimensions needed for
leadership in today’s organizations. As a result, businesses must step
in to provide conditions to stimulate and support this development.

Almost 2,500 years ago, Socrates made the bold statement that “the
unexamined life is not worth living.” Today, a number of organizations
are attempting to instill conditions and culture to challenge individuals
to continue to grow and develop. But this requires a huge shift in how
organizations look at and support their workforce. For business leaders
to embrace authentic values around human development, including
their own, requires a very evolved mindset. It does not, however,
mean that businesses should stop focusing on business growth and
profitability. Perhaps Forman said it best: “Developing people and
pursuing profitability are not two separate things. We see them as
the same thing. Each reinforces the other. Setting tough profitability
targets creates a pull that mandates that people develop themselves.
And, in turn their development creates increased profitability.” LE
Soren Eilertsen, Ph.D., works with business leaders to clarify vision, set
strategic focus, and develop leadership muscle. Since founding Kollner
Group in 1999, he has shaped the success and strategy of numerous for-profit
and non-for-profit businesses in a variety of industries. He teaches business
strategy as Adjunct Faculty at Pepperdine University’s Graziadio School of
Business and Management.
Email soren@kollnergroup.com
Visit www.kollnergroup.com
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Empowering Employees
6 ways leaders can use social intranet to strengthen teams
By Tim Eisenhauer

Everyone, even superheroes, have strengths and weaknesses. They
are part of what makes each employee unique, and striking the right
balance of strengths and weaknesses within teams leads to harmony,
collaboration, and efficiency. However, unlike superheroes, human
strengths and weaknesses are not always obvious. In fact, they are
often relative, which means that employees may not even be aware
of where they excel or fall short.
The secret to unlocking every employee and every team’s potential
lies in identifying their strengths and weaknesses. Armed with this
information, leaders can create constructive environments where
strengths are allowed to thrive and weaknesses can be worked on. They
can also be smarter about how they make team assignments, deliver
performance reviews, and determine compensation and promotions.
The gains in productivity and engagement from taking these measures
will be dramatic, and the best part is, you do not need to deploy new
(or expensive) solutions. Forget the online surveys, self-assessment
tools, and complex psychological evaluations -- here are 6 ways you
can use your company’s existing social intranet to empower your
employees and strengthen your teams.
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 08.2015

1. Examine User Profiles & Look for Things that Stand Out
Creating a user profile gives employees the opportunity to share
relevant information about themselves, such as their areas of expertise,
skills, education, and business interests. Profiles are also a natural place
for employees to discuss their likes and dislikes, interests, and exhibit
their personality, which paints a more authentic picture of who that
employee is outside of canned interview answers. In addition, social
profiles provide a glimpse into employees’ networks—who they have
relationships and interact with on a regular basis.
This information is a goldmine when figuring out who to assign to
what project or task. More effectively matching employees to assignments they are interested in or have expertise on will motivate them
to be more engaged in their work.
User profiles are especially useful for welcoming new employees
during the onboarding process. Beyond revealing personal information,
requiring all new hires to complete a thorough profile will immediately
welcome them into your company culture and community. This helps
establish baseline for their level of engagement, starting from day one.
From there, leaders can more easily identify areas where orientation/
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educational programs may be needed and monitor progress over time.
2. Check Out Their Activity. What are They Interested In?
A social intranet platform essentially presents a quick view of an
employee’s participation and collaboration in the life of your company.
Look at how often employees share content and what types of content
they offer. Do they ask questions? Answer them? Share information?
Encourage other team members? Examining this activity can reveal
valuable insights into how employees engage with others and the role
they fulfill within groups. Do they naturally take on a mentor role?
Are they very tuned in to external news and events? Are they a natural
diplomat? A sense of who plays what role within teams will amplify
your ability to navigate and leverage team dynamics.
Moreover, social intranet activity provides deeper insight into employee interests and expertise, even more so than their profile. As a
leader, you can quickly identify experts within your organization and
discover opportunities for training or improvement. For example, if
you see an individual constantly asking for advice or assistance with
the same issues, it might be a good time to offer a training program.
Or, you can use data from the social intranet platform to find them
a more experienced, knowledgeable mentor.
3. Use Gamification to Unlock Potential
Since just about the dawn of humanity, competition has pushed
people to achieve more than they might otherwise. A little competition
is a great way to unlock your employees’ full potential.
Gamifying your social intranet with rewards, recognitions, and
leaderboards can help draw out previously unknown talents, interests,
and skills among employees. Rewarding employees for knowledge
sharing is a powerful motivator that encourages them to share even
more. For example, FedEx’s gamified social intranet enabled the
company to change its existing culture from one that rewarded having
knowledge to one that rewarded sharing knowledge. When employees
wrote a blog post, answered questions, or otherwise participated in
the platform, they earned badges and points, and could level up to
become a recognized expert within the organization. Gamifying the
knowledge sharing process enabled FedEx to uncover 40 years’ worth
of knowledge previously tucked away within its walls.
Gamification is also a powerful tool for streamlining problemsolving, by incentivizing employees to find creative solutions to the
issues at hand. Furthermore, it helps foster stronger connections
between employees. Not only will gamifying your social intranet
throw strengths and weaknesses into sharper relief, it will also fuel
motivation, engagement, and productivity.
4. Silence Speaks Volumes—But it Does Not Say What You Might
Expect
Many employers assume that employees who are not very active on
the social intranet are disengaged, poor communicators, technology
averse, or not “team players.” This is not necessarily the case.
In just about any social network, even popular and public ones like
Facebook, the breakdown of user activity follows the 90-9-1 Rule,
which means one percent are active content creators; nine percent are
commenters who take part in, but do not start, the conversation; and
90 percent are “lurkers”—those who prefer to see what their peers have
to say, but do not participate. Lurkers may not be antisocial, and in
fact, the opposite could be true. These people may prefer face-to-face
interaction and conversation, and their ability to bond with people
in-person may be one of their most valuable strengths.
5. What’s Their Attitude Like On the Intranet? Do they Empower
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Others? Do They Answer Others Questions?
Employees who are encouraging, offer positive reinforcement and
constructive criticism, and recognize and praise their peers for achievements are incredibly valuable to an organization. In contrast, those
who are cynical, degrading, and difficult create a caustic atmosphere.
Unfortunately, it only takes one or two bad seeds to undermine the
entire culture of an organization (think 2 drops of food coloring in
a glass of water).
Social intranets carve out a space where employees can show their
true colors in front of everyone else. If you’ve been hearing rumblings
of someone who is frequently negative or of an office bully, monitoring
their activity on the social intranet will give you the validation you
need to take appropriate action.
On the other hand, employees who are cheerleaders for their peers
might be excellent candidates for management roles, as they clearly
understand how best to motivate their team members.
6. Get a Glimpse Into Their Creativity
The most innovative and successful organizations know that good
ideas do not always come from the R&D team. Creativity and innovation are not things you can call up on-demand. Employees in
any department, at any level, may have fantastic ideas for solving
problems and developing solutions. The best approach to encouraging
innovation is to cultivate an environment where ideas can flow freely.
A social intranet platform can serve as an “ideation station” that
gives all employees a place to offer ideas, discuss them with colleagues,
and even have them reviewed by management. For example, biotech
company KeyGene encourages employees to post ideas on their
intranet, where designated “catalysts” review and select the most
promising ideas and invite support from others. This gives management a clear indication of employees’ creativity, problem-solving
ability, and willingness to put their ideas out there for criticism and/
or consideration.
In Conclusion
When considering a social intranet, most companies focus on increasing engagement, communication, collaboration, and productivity
because these are often the easiest metrics to quantify. While these are
certainly important for justifying the investment, that does not mean
you can not also use your social intranet to glean insights into your
employees’ strengths and weaknesses. This will further increase your
ROI and get even more value out of the tool you already bought. LE
Tim Eisenhauer is a co-founder and president of Axero. He writes on the
subjects of social intranets, employee engagement, business communication,
knowledge management, and collaboration. His articles and opinions have
been featured in Fast Company, Inc. Magazine, CNBC, 60 Second Marketer,
HR.com, and others.
Connect Tim Eisenhauer
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